
PHACON LOWER LEG
Patient for Fasciotomy “Herrmann”

The PHACON offers a variety of products for your surgical 
training as well as your marketing presentation. The 
PHACON products are used worldwide as a supplement 
and alternative to human preparations. 
The PHACON Patients are anatomically detailed patients 
models based on real patient CT-data, that reflect the 
most diverse human tissue properties. The surgeon thus 
receives a haptic feedback that is comparable to the 
human patient - for a realistic surgical experience.

The PHACON Models are manufactured in Germany  with 
the use of advanteged detailed 3D prinitng as well as 
with high-level craftmanship. 
The PHACON Lower Leg Patients are artificial specimens 
to practice different surgeries on the lower leg. Like every 
PHACON Patient, it is perfect and cost-effective solution 
for your surgical training - as close real surgery as 
possible. It offers you also the possibility of presenting 
your surgical instruments in the realistic condition in the 
next congress.
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The PHACON Lower Leg Patient 
„Herrmann„ represents an 30 years old 
patient. It includes the right lower leg 
and foot, with normal anatomy without 
any pathologies. The foot is screwed and 
can be removed, if it is needed.
Patient „Herrmann„ is an anatomically 
detailed model that consist of many 
muscles, nerves, vessels and bone 
structure that serve as landmarks. 
This patient can be used for training of 
procedures such as four compartment 
fasciotomy of the lower leg or modern 
wound suturing techniques.

Furthermore, the skin on this model is cuttable 
and sewable. There is also subcutanous fat 
layer integrated in the patient and all muscle 
compartments are surrounded by fascia layer.
To make work with our PHACON Patient Lower 
Leg even more realistic, all vessels are blood 
filled and bleed when cutted. 
The PHACON Lower Leg Patients can be 
reordered at PHACON any time.

If you have any question, want to know more about 
our other products or would like to request a quote 
do not hesitate and contact us - together we find a 
perfect solution! 

WATCH OUR 
VIDEO SHOWING 
FASCIOTOMY ON 
PHACON LOWER 
LEG PATIENT:

ORDER YOUR 
PHACON LOWER 
LEG PATIENT:


